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1411 Heavenly Dao Rejection 

“Qin Tian, have you thought it over? This mission that Ye Yuan chose isn’t simple. It’s said that the 

strongest person in that Sky Foothill World’s Sky Foothill Divine Palace is a grand completion Origin Deity 

powerhouse! Once your outsider identity is exposed, you’ll suffer endless pursuit!” 

Inside a Wu Meng Academy’s secret room, Qin Tianning and Qin Tian sat opposite each other. Qin 

Tianning warned Qin Tian with a solemn look. 

When Qin Tianning learned that what Ye Yuan was carrying out was the Sky Foothill World’s mission, he 

got a shock too. 

The difficulty of the Sky Foothill World’s mission, he was aware. The mortality rate was very high. 

Ye Yuan, a newcomer, actually challenged such a dangerous world. It was seriously out of his 

expectations. 

Along with it, he also became somewhat worried about Qin Tian’s safety. 

Qin Tian was the Qin Family’s number one genius, the only candidate for the next family head. 

If some accident happened to him, the Qin Family could not bear it. 

However, Qin Tian had a decisive appearance as he said calmly, “Ye Yuan already became my mental 

demon. Not killing him, I may never be able to step into the Divine Lord Realm in this life!” 

Qin Tianning was deeply aware of the terror of mental demons and said with a nod, “It’s too bad that 

Origin Deity Realms can’t enter the Sky Foothill World. Otherwise, their identities will be revealed very 

quickly and suffer the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s pursuit. Entering the Sky Foothill World, everything 

can only be up to you!” 

Qin Tian nodded and said, “I have a score in my heart! Ye Yuan’s greatest reliance is that late-stage two-

star evil spirit and sword maneuvering flight. After entering the Sky Foothill World, there isn’t the 

Heavenspan World’s spatial suppression and I can fly too! At that time, all the things he relies on don’t 

exist at all in front of me! However I want to kill him, I’ll kill him!” 

Although Qin Tian hated Ye Yuan but was not a reckless person. 

If there isn’t absolute certainty, he would not take this risk. 

After all, in Qin Tian’s view, his life was much more valuable than Ye Yuan’s. 

He, Qin Tian, was an existence who would step into Divine Lord Realm in the future. 

While Ye Yuan was destined to be a wisp of a deceased soul under his sword! 

... 
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At Sky Foothill World’s borders, above the void, a majestic World Locking Gate slowly manifested itself. 

A tiny figure shuttled out of the World Locking Gate, stopping above the vast sea. 

“I really didn’t expect that the Heavenspan World still has Stable Wind Needle, this kind of divine 

artifact, capable of moving freely in a spatial storm! Back then, If I were to have such a magic treasure, 

why would I be injured so miserably?” 

The one who came through the World Locking Gate was precisely Ye Yuan. 

Before he came, he got two divine artifacts called Stable Wind Needle from a teacher in the academy’s 

Artifact Refining Hall. 

Using this Stable Wind Needle to shuttle back and forth in a spatial storm, one could actually shield 

against those violent spatial turbulent flows, letting him arrive at the opposite short safe and sound. 

This involuntarily made Ye Yuan recall the scene of escaping by a hair’s breadth in the spatial storm back 

then. 

If he had this Stable Wind Needle in his hands back then, it would not be to the extent of being so 

miserable either. 

“The Heavenspan World’s artifact refining methods are what the small worlds’ people cannot imagine. 

But Stable Wind Needle, this thing, is strictly controlled in the hands of capital cities, this level of forces. 

Once discovered in the outside world, they will immediately be sentenced to capital punishment! The 

Stable Wind Needle is just a one-time consumable. You’ll only be given two when you’re carrying out 

the mission to avoid it falling into outsiders’ hands,” Dustless said. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Looks like I need to get more of those divine artifacts. Otherwise, it will really 

be quite troublesome to want to search for the Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone in the future.” 

While talking, a series of air bubbles suddenly emerged in the ocean. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Several hundred fish-shaped monsters came out of the water, pouncing crazily towards Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan’s brows furrowed. His aura surged, rippling out. 

Puu, puu, puu ... 

Those fish-shaped monsters’ bodies directly exploded into clouds of blood mist under this terrifying 

undulation. 

“Mere Tier 9 demonic beasts also dare to attack me. Really overestimating your own ability!” Ye Yuan 

said disdainfully. 

But right at this time, another three fish-shaped monsters came out of the water! 

These three auras were clearly much stronger compared to those previously. It was shockingly a rank 

one divine beast! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh! 



Three streaks of sword light burst forth without any signs, akin to a squall, shredding those three 

monsters into pieces without the slightest sluggishness. 

“Senior, what’s going on? I didn’t provoke them!” Ye Yuan said helplessly. 

Ye Yuan was just standing there quietly and did not provoke anyone, but these fierce beasts unleashed 

attacks at him without heed for their lives. This made Ye Yuan very perplexed. 

“Back then, when those fiend race powerhouses entered the Immortal Grove World, they suffered 

Immortal Grove Heavenly Dao’s repulsion. Now, you’re the outsider to the Sky Foothill World! Those 

fierce beasts’ intelligence has yet to be unlocked. Their actions are entirely based on instincts and are 

the most sensitive to external forces,” Dustless said. 

Ye Yuan felt his head swell and he said, “Doesn’t that mean that I’ll be exposed very easily?” 

Dustless nodded and said, “That’s right! The aura on your body is incongruous with Sky Foothill World’s 

Heavenly Dao. Deity Realm powerhouses can identify it very easily. Furthermore, the stronger the 

attacks you exhibit, the stronger the Heavenly Dao’s suppression! If not because of this, this mission’s 

death rate naturally wouldn’t be so high either.” 

Ye Yuan fell silent. He had really never considered this problem before. 

But now, it became a very troublesome matter. 

The Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stones, this kind of precious natural treasure, would probably be 

monopolized by the Sky Foothill Divine Palace. No matter how careful he was, it was also impossible to 

avoid their investigation. 

Those trial-takers who entered in the past were all late-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouses. There were 

even powerhouses at Qin Tian’s level. 

But their auras were too obvious. Once they clashed with the Sky Foothill Divine Palace’s powerhouses, 

it was basically no return. 

Hence, that was why this mission was designated as a three-star difficulty mission. 

Ye Yuan said helplessly, “Senior, could it be that there’s no way?” 

Dustless shook his head and said, “Forget about you, even Heavenly Empyrean Immortal Grove enters a 

small world, he’d be rejected by Heavenly Dao too! Unless, you can obtain this Sky Foothill World’s Dao 

Fruit, or, you can be like with the Immortal Grove World, obtaining this Sky Foothill World’s Heavenly 

Dao’s recognition.” 

Ye Yuan could not help losing all hope when he heard that. This way, wanting to obtain the Myriad 

Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone was really bleak! 

Ye Yuan fell silent, falling into hard thinking. 

Suddenly, his eyes lit up, giving rise to enlightenment in his heart. 

Ye Yuan’s figure moved, directly vanishing above the sea. 



When he appeared again, he already arrived in an enormous forest. 

Ye Yuan searched for an open space, sat down cross-legged, and started revolving the Chaos 

Heavenspan Canon, communicating with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. 

No idea how long had passed either, Ye Yuan’s body suddenly emitted a sacred aura. The World 

Suppressing Stele flew straight out of Ye Yuan’s body, suspending above his head. 

A pale-white light halo poured down, enveloping Ye Yuan’s body. 

Seeing this scene, Dustless’s entire body involuntarily shuddered, his gaze revealing astonishment. 

“This kid is really too talented! To be able to achieve this step, there’s probably only him alone since 

time immemorial, right?” said Dustless who was shocked to the core. 
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1412 Bai Chen 

After a long time, the milky-white light halo dissipated. Ye Yuan slowly opened both eyes, his eyes 

revealing a look of excitement. 

“It really worked!” 

The current Ye Yuan already completely could not feel the Sky Foothill Heavenly Dao’s rejection any 

longer! 

“You, how did you think of it? To actually think of using the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain to imitate the 

Sky Foothill Heavenly Dao’s aura!” Dustless exclaimed. 

“Heh, small worlds are created by martial artists. Their Heavenly Dao is naturally born from the 

Heavenspan World’s Heavenly Dao too. Since that’s the case, the parent body imitating the child body’s 

aura shouldn’t be hard. Therefore, I tried communicating with the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain. Didn’t 

expect that it really worked,” Ye Yuan said with an excited look. 

Dustless was speechless. This boy would frequently have some whimsical ideas. Even he was endlessly 

amazed. 

This time, it clearly succeeded again until it shocked him. 

With the Lesser Heavenspan Mountain protecting him, however vast this Sky Foothill World, it was free 

for him to roam! 

Even if Origin Deity Realm powerhouses stood in front of him, they could not recognize him either. 

Ye Yuan’s mind stirred, the Deity Realm powerhouse aura on his body gradually faded away. 

Very soon, the Martial Dao aura on Ye Yuan’s body completely disappeared, looking just like an ordinary 

person. 
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Ye Yuan was confident that unless he encountered Origin Deity Realm powerhouses, otherwise, nobody 

could see through him. 

Want to integrate into this world, it was better to be more low-profile. 

Actually, the Sky Foothill World information grasped by Wu Meng Academy was not much. What Ye 

Yuan understood was very limited too. 

Hence, he must first understand this world before he could know how to obtain the Myriad Longevity 

Heavenly Soul Stone. 

Finishing with this, Ye Yuan took a step and directly disappeared from where he stood. 

In the forest, Ye Yuan seemed to be strolling idly in a courtyard. In reality, his speed was swift to the 

extreme! 

Taking a step out, it was a thousand miles away. 

“Mn?” 

Ye Yuan’s figure suddenly paused, stopping. 

Arriving at the Sky Foothill World, his divine sense recovered to an extremely terrifying range again and 

already detected several figures ahead. 

At the same time, Ye Yuan even detected that a deity realm fierce beast was currently coming in his 

direction. 

“The fierce beast is in that direction! Teacher Mo Yun, this time, I can definitely personally capture that 

fierce beast and tame it! Don’t intervene today!” A young voice sounded out. 

“Huhu, Mo Yun naturally believes in Young Lord Bai Chen’s strength! You just feel free to act. Not 

reaching the final juncture, I won’t intervene,” Mo Yun said with a light laugh. 

He knew that this Young Lord Bai Chen enjoyed success at a young age and was very proud. Suffering 

major losses under the hands of this fierce beast repeatedly, he was very pent up. 

However, Young Lord Bai Chen’s talent was indeed astonishing. In less than a year’s time, Young Lord Bai 

Chen already became much stronger under this fierce beast’s stimulation. 

Although he was still not that fierce beast’s match yet currently, defeating it alone was already 

something sooner or later. 

“Teacher Mo Yun, this time, you absolutely mustn’t be like last time, repelling it when I only suffered a 

bit of injury! Otherwise, I’ll really fall out!” Bai Chen said unhappily. 

“Haha, Young Lord rest assured, I definitely won’t this time! Unless it concerns life and death, I 

absolutely won’t take action!” Mo Yun laughed and said. 

“Come on, Young Lord! You can definitely defeat that fierce beast this time!” 

“Young Lord is mighty!” 



“Young Lord is mighty!” 

... 

Several accompanying martial artists were all cheering Bai Chen on. 

Bai Chen smiled proudly and rushed over in the fierce beast’s direction. 

“Roar!” 

When Bai Chen rushed over, the fierce beast was currently roaring madly in Ye Yuan’s direction, the 

commotion extremely terrifying. 

Originally, the dense woods blocked the view. Only when Bai Chen came near, did he discover that there 

was a young man standing there. 

And the fierce beast was currently baring its fangs and brandishing its claws, assuming a posture about 

to pounce at Ye Yuan. 

“Don’t move! Leave this guy to me!” 

Bai Chen shouted loudly, his figure dashing towards that fierce best like lightning. 

That was a lion-type fierce beast. Ye Yuan did not recognize it. 

Although this species of fierce beast was extremely strong, it was not civilized and did not belong to the 

category of the demon race. 

Bai Chen had an imposing momentum, brandished a divine artifact heavy spear, and clashed together 

with the fierce beast. 

The moment he got started, Bai Chen thoroughly suppressed the fierce beast. 

With this, he pressed on relentlessly, one spear following another, fighting until the fierce beast fell back 

repeatedly. 

When Bai Chen saw this, he had an even more excited look, growing in bravery as he fought. 

While at this time, Mo Yun and the rest also passed through the dense forest and arrived here. 

When they discovered Ye Yuan, they all could not help being stunned. 

Before this, they all sensed two powerful auras. They were precisely from Bai Chen and the fierce beast. 

Apart from these two, they completely did not sense other people’s auras. 

Did not expect that there was actually still a person here ... an ordinary person. 

Mo Yun’s gaze sized up Ye Yuan. But no matter how he sized up, Ye Yuan was an ordinary person. 

Boom! 

Right at this time, a heavy spear of Bai Chen’s knocked the fierce beast over. 

When those followers saw this scene, they immediately applauded. 



“Good!” 

“Young Lord Bai Chen, beautifully done!” 

“Continue, Young Lord! Kill it!” 

... 

When these people saw that Ye Yuan was just an ordinary person, they directly ignored him. 

Reckon that this guy was long frightened silly by the fierce beast, right? 

Only Mo Yun’s brows furrowed slightly seemingly pondering about something. 

Bai Chen’s attack succeeding, he gave even less of a chance for the fierce beast to catch its breath. One 

spear followed another, very quickly beating the fierce beast until it did not have the strength to 

retaliate. 

Boom ... 

Bai Chen gasped heavily for air, pounding the heavy spear on the ground. A golden collar appeared in his 

hands at no idea when. 

“Summon!” 

Bai Chen muttered words under his breath, then threw the collar. The collar slipped onto the fierce 

beast’s neck. 

The fierce beast already did not have the strength to resist and could only helplessly watch Bai Chen’s 

action, with its eyes revealing a look of despair. 

“Leave it to you guys!” 

Bai Chen roared loudly to the entourage, but he then turned to Ye Yuan, patted his shoulders, and said 

with a smile, “Kid, scared silly, right? Just now, if this young master, I, came a bit later, you’d have 

become a meal in this guy’s belly!” 

Ye Yuan smiled lightly and said, “Many thanks for Young Lord Bai Chen’s life-saving grace.” 

It was just that he had a calm and collected appearance. How was it at all like being scared silly? 

But Ye Yuan did not say much, going along with things. 

Bai Chen did not put on much air, waved his hands, and said, “No need, no need, just a simple matter 

not worth mentioning! But your guts are really plucky. This Wilderness Forest is full of danger. Even 

Deity Realm powerhouses don’t dare to easily set foot inside. You actually dared to come here by 

yourself.” 

Ye Yuan smiled and did not dispute further. 

Bai Chen put away the fierce beast and was in a great mood, saying to Ye Yuan again, “Forget this, this 

young lord’s mood today is pretty good, I’ll bring you out together!” 

Ye Yuan clasped his hands and said, “Then I’ll have to thank Young Lord Bai Chen very much.” 



“Haha, you, kid, are really lucky! Running into Young Lord Bai Chen coming out to train today! 

Otherwise, you wouldn’t even have bones left!” 

“When you exit the Wilderness Forest, you have to thank Young Lord Bai Chen properly.” 

“It’s also Young Lord Bai Chen who is kind-hearted. If it were others, they wouldn’t even be bothered 

with you!” 

Those followers all came in front of Ye Yuan to poke fun, all feeling that Ye Yuan survived by a fluke. 
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1413 Passerby A 

Bai Chen rode the Lion Mirage Beast, looking awe-inspiring and very pleased. 

Ye Yuan already got to know from Bai Chen that this lion-shaped fierce beast’s name was called Lion 

Mirage Beast. 

When Ye Yuan saw this scene, he was very curious too. 

That collar seemed to have considerable magical powers. Latching onto that Lion Mirage Beast’s neck, 

that guy submitted. 

“Young Lord Bai Chen, I wonder what kind of wondrous object this collar is?” Ye Yuan asked. 

Bai Chen smiled and said, “This is an Imperial Spirit Circle. It’s also normal for you mortals to not have 

heard of it before. This is a high-grade spirit divine artifact. As long as I drip blood for it to acknowledge 

as master, then put it onto the neck of a fierce beast, it can suppress rank one deity realm fierce beasts 

and let it submit to me. Of course, the prerequisite is that I must beat it until it doesn’t have the 

strength to retaliate.” 

Ye Yuan secretly marveled. He did not expect that this Sky Foothill World actually had such impressive 

artifact refining means. 

Seeing Ye Yuan’s curious appearance, Bai Chen smiled and said, “Want to come up and experience it?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and shook his head, saying: “This thing is too formidable, I’d better not ride.” 

“Haha, you, this kid, look like a pale-faced scholar. Your guts are also too small! This Lion Mirage Beast is 

already subdued and won’t attack people.” A follower mocked him. 

Ye Yuan just smiled and did not explain. 

Not that he did not want to sit, but he did not dare to sit. 

If he were to sit on it, how could this Lion Mirage Beast still move? 

The reason why Bai Chen was able to easily bring down the Lion Mirage Beast was all because of Ye 

Yuan’s intimidation. 
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Currently, Ye Yuan’s body simulated the aura of Sky Foothill’s Heavenly Dao. Those fierce beasts would 

not be averse to him like before. 

Hence, they could also sense the terror on Ye Yuan’s body. 

The demon race bloodline in Ye Yuan’s body was incomparably noble. Furthermore, the power was 

extremely formidable. That Lion Mirage Beast baring its fangs and brandishing its claws at that time was 

not scaring Ye Yuan but being afraid of Ye Yuan. 

It was just that when Bai Chen saw it, he thought that the Lion Mirage Beast wanted to attack Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan took Bai Chen’s strength into his sights. Although he recently entered the Grotto Profound Deity 

Realm and his spear art was not bad as well, wanting to deal with this Lion Mirage Beast, it was still a 

little lacking. 

But by the side, Mo Yun was constantly on heightened vigilance constantly. 

The rest did not have any suspicions about Ye Yuan. But he kept feeling that this Ye Yuan was 

problematic. 

It was just that where was the problem. He could not pinpoint it either. 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Suddenly, over a dozen figures dashed out of the dense forest, surrounding Bai Chen and co. 

“Hahaha … Bai Chen! I’ve waited for this chance for a very long time! Today is your death date!” A young 

figure divided everyone and said this with a wild laugh. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed and he said in a solemn voice, “Bai Chong, what’s the meaning of this?” 

Bai Chong smiled hideously and said, “What’s the meaning? My strength is more powerful than you, age 

is older than yours. Why is it that you’re the young lord?! While I, have to become a dog under you? I’m 

unwilling! I want to become the young lord and rule the White Night Sacred Palace in the future!” 

Mo Yun reproached furiously, “Bai Chong, are you crazy? For this, you recruited the Autumn Rain Sacred 

Palace’s people? You have to know that they are our White Night Sacred Palace’s mortal enemy!” 

Bai Chong sneered coldly and said, “So what? As long as I can get the position of the young lord, what 

does it matter what means I use?” 

Behind Bai Chong, a middle-aged man looked at Mo Yun and said with a laugh, “Mo Yun, didn’t expect it, 

right? Heh heh, don’t blame me for not giving you a chance. Kill Bai Chen, then join our Autumn Rain 

Sacred Palace! With your strength, you’ll be put in an important position.” 

Mo Yun ignored him but glared at Ye Yuan and said, “You’re Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s spy! 

Otherwise, such a vast Wilderness Forest, how did you guys find us?” 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled, looking at Ye Yuan in disbelief. 

“You! You actually repaid kindness with ingratitude!” Bai Chen pointed at Ye Yuan and said with bitter 

resentment. 



“Humph! I’ve observed him for very long already. He isn’t some ordinary person at all, but a hidden 

expert! On his body, there’s probably an aura-concealing divine artifact!” Mo Yun said with a cold snort. 

Ye Yuan did not expect Mo Yun to suddenly point the spearhead at him. He said with a guileless look, 

“I’m really not a spy. You all should be able to testify for me, right?” 

Who Ye Yuan asked was Bai Chong. He instantly felt that he was being wronged. 

Currently, this sort of situation, Bai Chen’s side was a certain-death situation. 

Mo Yun was merely half-step Heaven Glimpse Realm. The others were mostly initial-stage Grotto 

Profound strength. 

While opposite, that man’s strength was more or less the same as Mo Yun’s. 

Apart from him, the other over dozen people were all Grotto Profound Realm powerhouse. 

Quite a few among them were even middle-stage, even late-stage existences! 

The overall strength was significantly stronger than this side! 

But Bai Chong smiled coldly and said, “Mo Yun, you’re right! He was sent by us to investigate your 

whereabouts!” 

When Bai Chong saw Bai Chen’s side having internal strife, he was naturally happy to see them fight in 

the nest. 

He did not mind sowing discord! 

Sure enough, when Bai Chen and Mo Yun heard this, their faces changed, glaring at Ye Yuan. 

“Ye Yuan, I really misjudged you! If I had long known it would be like this, I’d have let the Lion Mirage 

Beast eat you!” Bai Chen said angrily. 

Mo Yun said in a cold voice, “Young Lord, no need to talk rubbish with him anymore! Kill him!” 

Done talking, Mo Yun lifted his hand and it was a palm with boundless might. 

Seeing this scene, the middle-aged man opposite and Bai Chong both revealed delighted faint smiles. 

Boom! 

The outrageously shocking palm struck right onto Ye Yuan’s chest. 

However … Ye Yuan stood there without moving an inch, forcefully receiving this palm! 

Everyone’s eyeballs popped out, looking at this scene in disbelief. 

Ye Yuan was completely fine! 

“This … How is this possible?” The middle-aged man muttered. 

Mo Yun’s strength, he was still aware. This palm, even he did not dare to forcefully receive it. This young 

man actually forcefully withstood this palm! 



Ye Yuan was wearing Wu Meng Academy’s profound divine artifact battle armor. This degree of attack 

naturally could not threaten him. 

Ye Yuan shrugged his shoulders and said with a smile, “Actually, I’m just Passerby A and really didn’t 

have the intention of getting involved in your struggle for the position of young lord. Alright, in order to 

express my innocence, I won’t take part in your fight. This will do, right?” 

Finished talking, Ye Yuan stood with his hands behind his back and really retreated to one side. 

With this, it was Bai Chong’s side’s turn to lose composure. 

This young man was a little too unfathomable, right? 

The expression of the middle-aged man opposite turned stern. Suddenly recalling something, he 

whispered in Bai Chong’s ear, “They are definitely putting on an act, wanting to scare us away! No need 

to care about him, the most important thing is to kill Bai Chen!” 

Bai Chong’s expression turned austere, nodded his head, and said in a solemn voice, “Attack! Whoever 

kills Bai Chen will be heavily rewarded!” 

“Kill!” 

Those doze over people shouted loudly, rushing over towards Bai Chen in a swarm. 

Mo Yun’s expression changed and was just about to take action when the middle-aged man’s figure 

already arrived! 

“Your opponent is me! Bai Chen is dead for sure today! Stop putting up a last-ditch fight!” The middle-

aged man said with a hideous grin. 

Bai Chen’s few followers protected Bai Chen in the center tightly and faced the besieging of over a 

dozen Grotto Profound powerhouses. Very soon, they were running low in strength. 

When Mo Yun saw this, he could not help becoming greatly anxious. 

Ye Yuan stood tall and upright at one side. Suddenly, he let out a sigh and said, “Sure enough, I still can’t 

look on!” 
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1414 Playing Cat and Mouse 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh ... 

Several dozen sword lights tore across the sky, lighting up breathtakingly. 

Bai Chen only felt a blur before his eyes, and his long spear pierced right through his opponent’s chest 

without the slightest hindrance. 

Bai Chen had yet to have time to rejoice when he discovered that fresh blood sprayed off the other 

party’s body, then he broke off into several pieces. 
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The other party opened his eyes wide, not understanding how he died towards the end. 

Bai Chen opened his eyes wide too, similarly not understanding how his opponent died. 

Very clearly, it had nothing to do with his spear at all. 

Not just Bai Chen, his several followers were stunned in place too. 

Swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh, swoosh ... 

The Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s powerhouses were all diced into pieces; deader than dead. 

“What ... What happened just now?” 

“S-So strong!” 

“T-Too strong! This is a true expert!” 

Bai Chen’s followers all drew a cold breath, gazes looking towards Ye Yuan in horror. 

That expression, there was surprise, gratefulness, but even more, it was fear! 

In a blink of an eye, annihilated over a dozen Grotto Profound Deity Realm powerhouses. Among them, 

even included a half-step Heaven Glimpse powerhouse. 

This kind of strength, they did not dare to imagine it at all! 

Even if a Heaven Glimpse powerhouse was here, he probably could not do it so neat and tidily either, 

right? 

Those were over a dozen deity realm powerhouses. He actually killed them like chopping melons and 

vegetables! 

Mo Yun’s face was white as a sheet, the muscles on his body shivering endlessly because of fear. 

What did he do previously? 

Slammed a palm at Ye Yuan? 

Was he tired of living? Wanting to seek death? 

That Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s middle-aged man’s strength was similar to his, but the former was 

exterminated by Ye Yuan without even reacting in time. 

He absolutely would not last an additional half a breath’s time in front of him either! 

The shock that this opening move of Ye Yuan brought was too intense. 

Mo Yun sucked in a breath deeply, forcefully suppressing the horror in his heart, and bowed to Ye Yuan 

and said, “Mo Yun has wronged Your Excellency previously, resulting in doing a foolish thing. Many 

thanks to Your Excellency for disregarding my former suspicions and saving our lives! Mo Yun is aware 

that I’m guilty, Your Excellency, please punish! It’s just that ... Your Excellency, please let Young Lord Bai 

Chen off!” 



Bai Chen’s entire body trembled, hurriedly saying, “Ye ... Your Excellency, Teacher Mo Yun was just 

anxious to protect his student. Your Excellency, please give him a way out! Bai Chen is willing to pay any 

price!” 

Mo Yun watched him grow up all the way, like a master and like a father. The two people’s relationship 

was extremely good. 

Letting Bai Chen helplessly watch Mo Yun be killed, he could not do it. 

Mo Yun’s expression changed and he said, “Young Lord, don’t need to plead. Mo Yun offended His 

Excellency and has committed a capital offense! For His Excellency to make a move and save us is 

already magnanimous and broad-minded! Young Lord, don’t need to plead for Mo Yun!” 

Ye Yuan looked at this master and disciple, two people, and could not help feeling somewhat funny, but 

was also rather touched. 

This Bai Chen was pure in nature, very much to his liking. Otherwise, he would not have made a move 

earlier as well. 

Ye Yuan suddenly grinned and said, “If you guys keep arguing here, that fellow is going to escape.” 

Mo Yun’s expression changed. It was only now he detected that Bai Chong did not die yet and already 

escaped like a wisp of smoke. 

Ye Yuan making a move just now, Bai Chong was scared silly too, directly freezing there. 

Now, seeing Mo Yun master and disciple having small talk with Ye Yuan, how could he still care about so 

much, hurriedly escaping. 

Mo Yun gave a cold snort, his figure flying out like lightning. 

His strength was much greater than Bai Chong’s. But Bai Chong took the lead and already flew out far 

away. Mo Yun actually could not catch up for some time. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed. If Bai Chong were to run, there would be no end of future troubles! 

In his anxiety, he could not refrain from begging Ye Yuan, “Your Excellency!” 

Ye Yuan was not long-winded either. Waving a hand, a sword slashed out. 

This sword, everybody saw it clearly. 

Bai Chen and his followers’ expressions were white as paper, being deeply shocked by this sword. 

They were still singing their own praises previously, feeling that they saved Ye Yuan’s life. 

Actually, he was completely disdainful to take action! 

Bai Chen suddenly understood why the Lion Mirage Beast was so subdued this time, being brought 

down by him with two or three hits. 

It was completely in fear of Ye Yuan! 

The swift and fierce sword light streaked across the horizon as if splitting the entire sky into two halves. 



Wrapped in an outrageous momentum, this streak of sword light arrived first despite launching later, 

cutting off Bai Chong’s path in virtually a blink. 

Bai Chong was currently sprinting crazily when suddenly, an earth-shaking sword light cut right across 

ahead, scaring his pants off. How could he still run? 

With this delay, Mo Yun’s figure was like lightning, finally catching up. 

Bai Chong was scared by this sword’s shocking presence until his legs turned soft. How could he still be 

Mo Yun’s match? He immediately had his divine sea sealed by Mo Yun and carried back like a chicken. 

When Bai Chen saw this, he heaved a great sigh in relief and said gratefully, “Many thanks, Your 

Excellency, for taking action!” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and said, “Alright, this matter is done, I should go too. Don’t need to see me 

off.” 

Ye Yuan waved his hand and was about to leave. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed and he hurriedly shouted, “Your Excellency!” 

“Mn? Is there still anything else?” 

Bai Chen said, “I wonder ... where Your Excellency is going?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Wandering around the world, without any permanent residence.” 

Bai Chen was delighted the moment he heard. It turned out that Lord Ye Yuan was a reclusive expert. He 

did not expect that his luck was so good, to actually run into him. 

Otherwise, the one dead today would probably be him. 

“Since Your Excellency doesn’t have a play to go, why not go to the White Night Sacred Palace to be a 

guest. How about that? For Your Excellency’s life-saving grace, Bai Chen has nothing to repay with. 

Please allow me to carry out the hospitality of a ghost,” Bai Chen looked at Ye Yuan and said with 

hopeful eyes. 

Ye Yuan naturally did not really want to leave. He just played a little cat and mouse trick, that was all. 

He had long seen through that this Bai Chen’s identity was probably not ordinary in the Sky Foothill 

World. 

Furthermore, the faction that Bai Chen was at was called White Night Sacred Palace, while the Sky 

Foothill World’s supreme ruler was the Sky Foothill Divine Palace. There might be some connection 

between the two. 

Entering the White Night Sacred Palace, he might be able to inquire about the Myriad Longevity 

Heavenly Soul Stone’s information. 

It was just that, Ye Yuan also knew that the trial-takers who entered the Sky Foothill World over the 

years were quite a number too, all aiming for these few items. 

If Ye Yuan’s goal was too obvious, it would probably arouse people’s suspicions. 



Hence, this matter still needed gradual planning. 

Ye Yuan deliberately fell silent for a moment, and said with a nod, “Alright then. I’m unoccupied, no 

harm in going to do a little sightseeing either.” 

Bai Chen was overjoyed the moment he heard and repeatedly said, “Great! Many thanks, Your 

Excellency, for giving face!” 

At this time, Mo Yun escorted Bai Chong and rushed over, directly pressing, pressing until he knelt on 

the ground. 

Bai Chen’s face fell and he said furiously, “Bai Chong, I’ve always treated you as a biological elder 

brother and was incomparably respectful towards you from young! Even if you were dissatisfied with 

me, I wouldn’t fuss about anything either! But you actually colluded with the Autumn Rain Sacred 

Palace’s people and did this kind of thing today! It really chills my, this younger brother’s, heart!” 

Bai Chong hugged Bai Chen’s thigh and said, “My good younger brother, I ... I was wrong! I really know 

that I was wrong! I ... I was muddleheaded for a moment! I beg you, beg you to let me off!” 

Bai Chen said with a cold smile, “I know that you all say that I’m weak and incompetent in private, 

unworthy of this position of young lord! But I’m not stupid! This kind of explanation, you go say it to 

Royal Father!” 

 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1415: 1415 Bai Chen’s Hope 

1415 Bai Chen“s Hope 

“Young Lord is back! Young Lord, you finally came back! Things are bad!” 

Upon reaching the White Night Sacred Palace, a steward-looking old man came up to greet them. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed and he said, “Uncle Ji, what happened?” 

Uncle Ji had a heartbroken look as he said weepingly, “Master … Master he … is almost on his last legs!” 

This news was akin to a bolt out of the blue, making everyone’s expression changed drastically. 

Bai Chen grabbed Uncle Ji and asked, “I was only gone for half a year, what in the world happened?” 

Suddenly, the Bai Chong by the side started laughing crazily, “Hahahaha … This old fellow is finally going 

to die! He deserves death! Hahaha …” 

Bang! 

A buzz went off in Bai Chen’s head. He gave Bai Chong a kick in an uncontrollable rage, kicking him to 

the ground. 

“Treacherous villain! You, what in the world did you do to Royal Father?” 

Bai Chong getting hit by the kick, his mouth was full of fresh blood. 
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But he did not care at all and still laughed crazily as he said, “This miserable old fool! I’m so outstanding. 

Why doesn’t he pick me? Not picking me, he deserves to die! Deserves to die! Hahaha …” 

Bai Chong’s entire person fell into a state of madness. The long suppressed discontentment in his heart 

all erupted in this instant. 

“You!” 

Bai Chen’s palm was raised in the air but kept failing to find it in him to land it. 

He wished to kill this elder brother with a palm, but he could not do it. 

“Hahaha, kill! Kill me! Let me tell you, the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s powerhouses are already on the 

way! If you kill me, all of you have to be buried in death with me! Now, your only way out is to let me go 

and let me succeed the position of palace lord!” Bai Chong said arrogantly. 

One sentence made everyone’s hearts sink to the bottom of the valley. 

Mo Yun gnashed his teeth in hatred and said, “You treacherous villain, truly devoid of all conscience! A 

person like you becoming the palace lord, the White Night Sacred Palace will be ruined in your hands 

sooner or later! Palace Lord was quite prescient to not choose you to be the young lord!” 

“Humph! Bai Chen becoming the palace lord will let the White Night Sacred Palace to a bad end! You 

see, he, this coward, doesn’t even dare to kill me! Hahaha! My good younger brother, you kill me! Kill! 

You …” 

Swish! 

Bai Chong’s arrogant voice abruptly ceased, fresh blood splattering all over Bai Chen’s face. 

Bai Chen’s expression changed, his gaze looking over toward Ye Yuan in surprise. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “If you keep dawdling, your royal father will be dead.” 

Bai Chen’s expression changed and could not be bothered to wipe the fresh blood on his face, sprinting 

over towards the palace. 

“All don’t be in a daze anymore, go in and take a look, see if you can be of any help or not.” 

Ye Yuan did not care about everyone’s shocked gazes. Lifting his foot, he headed towards the depths of 

the palace too. 

Mo Yun suddenly startled awake and followed after too. 

When Ye Yuan saw the already dying White Night Palace Lord, he knew that he was already deeply 

poisoned and a goner. 

Poison entering the heart, even if he could refine a Two-star divine pill right now, it could not save the 

White Night Palace Lord either. 

As expected, before long, news of the palace lord’s demise came from the depths of the palace. 

Mo Yun arranged a quiet place for Ye Yuan and he took up his quarters in peace. 



While at this time, a battle of heirs was currently playing out in the White Night Sacred Palace. 

The White Night Palace Lord did not just have Bai Chong and Bai Chen, two sons. Bai Chen still had quite 

a few older brothers. 

Now, the palace lord had passed, the various factions were starting to become restless and eager to 

take action. 

Bai Chen was the palace lord’s youngest son. Appointing him as the young lord originally had many 

people refusing to accept. 

It was just that Bai Chen indeed lived up to expectations, breaking through to the Deity Realm at a young 

age. Plus, there was the old palace lord holding down the fort, that was why nobody dared to gossip. 

It was just too bad that Bai Chen had not completely grown up yet and the old palace lord was harmed 

by Bai Chong. This made the others see hope. 

“Mo Yun, the urgent matter on hand is to resist the outside enemy! Bai Chen is still young and normally 

isn’t in charge of the palace’s affairs too, it’s hard to convince the masses! Making him lead everyone to 

go and resist the enemy, isn’t it courting our doom?” 

“Yeah! Currently, in this sort of situation, we should choose a son with high prestige and commands 

universal respect to succeed the position of palace lord!” 

“The Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s people are about to reach soon. Young Lord’s bit of strength, could it 

be letting him lead us to go and fight with them?” 

… 

A group of people was trying to get a word in. In short, they were questioning that Bai Chen was young 

and unable to take on big responsibilities. 

Confronted by a great enemy, it was just nice to become the excuse for them to force an abdication. 

Mo Yun gave a cold snort and said, “The palace lord appointed the young lord in order to succeed him! 

Young Lord Bai Chen succeeding the position of palace lord is right and proper! The old palace lord’s 

corpse has yet to turn cold and you all did such a thing. The old palace lord will die with everlasting 

regret!” 

“That’s not right! It’s a matter of expediency. Right now, it’s extraordinary times, there naturally needs 

to be extraordinary measures! Bai Chen’s strength and prestige are insufficient to convince the masses 

no matter what. How can he succeed the position of palace lord?” An elder came forward to refute. 

“Want to talk about high prestige and commanding universal respect, I feel that it still belongs to Deputy 

Palace Lord, Bai Xiu. The old palace is not around anymore. In the entire White Night Sacred Palace, his 

strength is the strongest. The sacred palace’s aspects, it’s also him who understands them best! Since 

everybody is currently debating endlessly, in my view, let Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu temporarily act in 

the position of palace lord. What does everyone think?” 

Suddenly, an elder’s words broke the balance of the scene. 



Everyone did not expect that a Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu actually charged out halfway. 

It was just that they calmed down and thought about it. This current sort of situation, there was really 

no one more suitable than Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu. 

Bai Xiu was currently sitting on the seat of honor, both eyes narrowed slightly, seemingly in a daze. 

When he suddenly heard this, he got a shock too and hurriedly said, “No way, no way! The White Night 

Sacred Palace’s tradition has always been palace lord passing to young lord. Where is the logic of palace 

lord passing to deputy palace lord? If I really become the palace lord, everybody will feel that I’m 

scheming to usurp the throne and it will be even harder to convince the masses! Don’t mention this 

matter again! How about this, since everybody can’t come to a conclusion, let’s discuss it again 

tomorrow. As for the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s activities, I’ve already arranged people to keep an 

eye on it. There still aren’t any movements for the time being. Uh … that’s it for today.” 

The palace lord was already deceased. Bai Xiu was currently the person with the highest prestige and 

respect in the entire White Night Sacred Palace. His strength was also the strongest. 

His words won the group of elders’ favorable impression even more. 

Very soon, inside the great hall was stark empty. There was only Mo Yun master and disciple, two 

people, left in the hall. 

Bai Chen’s entire person was battered out of his senses. He did not say a word from start to end. 

His thoughts were not on contending for the seat of palace lord at all. The blow that the death of the old 

palace lord had on him was tremendous. He still had not come back to his senses currently. 

Seeing Bai Chen’s dejected and disheartened appearance, Mo Yun was burning with anxiety too. 

“Young Lord! If you carry on like this, the position of palace lord will be gone!” Mo Yun said anxiously. 

Bai Chen looked at Mo Yun with a pair of listless eyes and said, “Gone then gone. What they said was 

right. I’m not suited to be this palace lord at all.” 

Mo Yun sucked in a deep breath and said solemnly, “Young Lord, you think properly, how much did the 

old palace lord worry over the White Night Sacred Palace? In order to let you be the young lord, how 

much did he rack his brain? Could it be that you’re going to hand over his life’s effort to people on a 

silver platter, then be swallowed up by the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace? You’re the old palace lord’s 

favorite successor. Could it be that you’re really going to let him die with everlasting regrets?” 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled, his eyes finally had an additional trace of light. 

But, he dimmed down again very quickly and said, “But … under these current circumstances, we 

already don’t have a trace of hope anymore!” 

When Mo Yun saw Bai Chen finally pull it together a little, a ray of hope finally ignited in his heart. 

He plucked his spirits up and said, “No, we still have hope!” 

Bai Chen’s eyes revealed a hint of puzzlement and said, “Still have hope? You look. Right now in this 

place, there’s only you and me left!” 



Mo Yun said, “Go find Lord Ye Yuan! He’s our last hope!” 
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1416 Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Frui 

“Lord Ye Yuan? He ... Although his strength is powerful, it doesn’t reach Heaven Glimpse Realm either, 

right?” Bai Chen said with some doubt. 

In this struggle for the position of palace lord, without Heaven Glimpse Realm strength, it was 

impossible to speak any further. 

The old palace lord’s death was too sudden and had yet to hand over authority to Bai Chen in time. 

Hence, there was not a single Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouse currently standing on his side! 

The only one that he could rely on now was Mo Yun. 

In the Wilderness Forest, the strength that Ye Yuan displayed was indeed incredible. 

But the realm that he exhibited was only grand completion Grotto Profound. 

One could only say that his Sword Dao laws comprehension was exceedingly high. But facing genuine 

Heavenly Dao powerhouses, it was still inadequate to look at. 

In front of Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouses, Grotto Profound martial artists were not enough to 

look at at all! 

Mo Yun said, “I don’t know. But I have a feeling that this Lord Ye Yuan isn’t as simple as he seems on the 

surface! Perhaps, he was sent by heaven to save us! Young Lord, I know that the old palace lord’s death 

is a huge blow to you, but you must pull it together right now! The old palace lord is already no longer 

around. If even his foundation is lost, we’d really have no face to face him in the future.” 

Bai Chen’s expression became stern, finally forcefully rousing his spirit. 

“Okay, I’ll go and find Lord Ye Yuan! I ... What should I do?” 

Mo Yun said without the slightest hesitation, “Acknowledge him as your master!” 

Bai Chen was stunned and said, “Acknowledge him as my master? Then what about you?” 

Mo Yun smiled and said, “I already don’t have anything that I can teach you. But Lord Ye Yuan is 

different! His understanding of Dao is far above mine! If you can acknowledge him as your master, your 

future is limitless!” 

... 

At the place Ye Yuan was staying at, Bai Chen’s entire person appeared rather overcautious. 

“Lord Ye Yuan, I wonder if your rest yesterday was still well?” Bai Chen rubbed the sweat on the palm of 

his hands, seeming somewhat nervous and uneasy. 
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“Still alright. Didn’t have time to speak to you yesterday either, uh ... my condolences,” Ye Yuan said. 

Hearing these words, Bai Chen’s heart became sour, nearly shedding tears. 

But, upon thinking of Teacher Mo Yun’s instructions, he forcefully suppressed the grief in his heart and 

forced a smile as he said, “Many thanks, Lord Ye Yuan! Originally wanted to invite Lord Ye Yuan to be a 

guest, didn’t expect that the family suddenly suffered a sudden turn of events. Truly ... sorry.” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Whatever you have, just say it. I don’t like to beat around 

the bush.” 

Bai Chen’s bit of shrewdness was not enough to look at in front of Ye Yuan at all. He was seen through 

by Ye Yuan with one glance. 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled. He discovered that the things Teacher Mo Yun taught were of no use 

at all. 

With this, sorrow hit him, and Bai Chen knelt down with a thud. 

“Lord Ye Yuan, Bai Chen is already forced into a dead end. Your Excellency please take pity and save me! 

This Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit was given to me by Father. Originally, it was intended to help 

me break through to the Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm. Now, I’m giving it to Your Excellency. I beg Your 

Excellency to accept me as a disciple and help me ascend to the position of palace lord!” Bai Chen said 

indignantly. 

Ye Yuan maintained composure on the surface, but in his heart, a series of great waves was stirred up. 

One of the missions, the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit, he did not expect that it appeared in front 

of him so easily. 

As long as he agreed, he could bring it back to hand in the missions. 

According to the records of the mission, the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit was a heaven and earth 

spiritual fruit. Grand completion Grotto Profound Realm martial artists just had to consume it and they 

would have a 30% chance of directly breaking through to the Heaven Glimpse Realm. 

Half-step Heaven Glimpse martial artists consuming, there was a 60% chance to break through to 

Heaven Glimpse Realm! 

To those powerhouses stuck at this checkpoint, unable to break through, it was undoubtedly a miracle 

elixir. 

Using it to refine a Two-star divine pill, the effects were even more terrifying. 

It was just that to Ye Yuan, his goal was not the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit. No matter how 

good this thing was, he did not care either. 

Ye Yuan received the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit and played for a bit, and said with a smile, 

“Actually, you’re not suitable to be the palace lord. Why is there a need to intentionally get involved in a 

messy situation?” 



Bai Chen was weak and indecisive, his personality too simple. His strength was not powerful also. 

Becoming the palace, he would be toyed to death by people sooner or later. 

This point, Ye Yuan had long understood it. 

Bai Chong this kind of person, if it were Ye Yuan, he would have long killed him with a palm, but Bai 

Chen kept refusing to deal the blow. 

Such weak and indecisiveness, it was hard to take on major responsibilities. 

Bai Chen gritted his teeth and said, “I ... I can learn! Teacher Mo Yun said, even though Your Excellency is 

young, your mind is even more mature than his! Furthermore, your Martial Dao comprehensions are 

exceedingly deep, making me acknowledge you as master no matter what! If ... If you don’t agree, we’ll 

back out of this struggle for the position of palace lord and go far away henceforth and not come back!” 

Ye Yuan paced around, seemingly thinking. 

Bai Chen’s current mood was like a well where seven buckets were drawn up and eight dropped 

down[1]. 

Suddenly, Ye Yuan put away the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit and said coolly, “I’ll help you take 

care of this first.” 

Bai Chen was stunned, then immediately revealed a look of wild elation and kowtowed toward Ye Yuan. 

“Disciple Bai Chen, pays respect to Master!” 

Ye Yuan took out a small bottle and threw it to Bai Chen, saying, “These things, just take it as master-

acknowledging gifts.” 

Bai Chen was rather puzzled. He did not recognize these medicinal pills. 

“Master, then ... I wonder what this disciple should do next?” Bai Chen consulted. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Go keep vigil for your father properly. Tomorrow ... what should be done should 

still be done!” 

... 

Bai Chen left Ye Yuan’s residence with a perplexed look and found Mo Yun. 

Ye Yuan’s words left him at a loss. 

“How is it? Did Lord Ye Yuan ... agree?” Mo Yun immediately went up to ask when he saw Bai Chen. 

Bai Chen nodded his head woodenly and said, “Agreed.” 

Mo Yun could not help being overjoyed the moment he heard and said, “Excellent! I indeed didn’t see it 

wrongly! He definitely has a way to save us! How is it? What instructions did he have?” 

Bai Chen repeated Ye Yuan’s words with a puzzled expression and said, “Teacher Mo Yun, what do you 

think Master Ye Yuan meant?” 



Mo Yun was even more overjoyed the moment he heard and said, “You, this child, seriously ... Lord Ye 

Yuan not saying anything means that he already has a well-thought-out plan! Tomorrow’s discussion, 

let’s just care about showing up. Leave the rest to him!” 

Bai Chen was still somewhat only half understood it. Mo Yun let out a sigh and asked, “That Nine Melody 

Psychic Immortal Fruit, he accepted it?” 

Bai Chen nodded and said, “Yeah, he even gave me a large bottle of medicinal pills as a master-disciple 

acknowledgment gift.” 

As he said, Bai Chen took out the medicinal pills Ye Yuan gave. 

Mo Yun received the medicinal pills and examined it in detail. Suddenly, his expression changed 

drastically. 

“This ... This ...” 

Bai Chen had a blank look as he said, “What is it, Teacher Mo Yun? Do these medicinal pills have 

anything wrong?” 

Mo Yun looked at him with a complicated expression and only said after a long time: “These medicinal 

pills ... if I didn’t see wrongly, it should be called Divine Essence Pill! It’s just that ... these medicinal pills’ 

grade is extremely high. It should reach divine-grade!” 

“Divine-grade medicinal pills! The ... The legendary divine-grade medicinal pills?” Bai Chen said in shock. 

Due to the limitations of Heavenly Dao, inside ordinary small worlds, it was totally impossible to refine 

divine-grade medicinal pills. 

But the Sky Foothill World continuously had Heavenspan World’s powerhouses entering to train and 

was not completely ignorant about Heavenspan World’s medicinal pills. 

Divine-grade middle-grade, that was the legendary grade! 

Mo Yun nodded his head deeply and said with a complicated expression, “Many years ago, the old 

palace lord had once killed a trial-taker who came from the outside world and obtained this kind of 

medicinal pills from him!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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1417 I Disagree! 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled. His gaze revealed a look of astonishment. 

“I-Impossible! How can Master Ye Yuan possibly be an outside trial-taker? I ... I completely couldn’t 

perceive it at all!” 

Trial-takers were not some secret among the Sky Foothill World’s upper echelons. With Bai Chen’s 

status, he had clearly heard before. 
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Mo Yun sucked in a deep breath and said, “I won’t see wrongly! These medicinal pills are extremely 

similar to the medicinal pills on that trial-taker’s body! It’s just that the medicinal properties are much 

stronger than that!” 

Bai Chen’s eyes revealed an extremely complicated look. Clearly, his inner-heart was also struggling 

fiercely. 

The Sky Foothill Divine Palace had once issued a strict order. Upon discovering trial-takers, kill them 

without amnesty! 

Now, what should they do? 

This trial-taker was the life-savior of these master and disciple! 

“Then ... Then what should we do? Go ... Go to the Sky Foothill Divine Palace and report him? No way! 

Absolutely not! Master Ye Yuan is my life-savior. I can’t do this kind of repaying kindness with an 

ingratitude action!” 

Bai Chen directly denied the idea of going to report Ye Yuan. But he also did not know what he should 

do and fell into a dilemma for a moment. 

Mo Yun said in a solemn voice, “These trial-takers treat our Sky Foothill World as a breeding ground, 

taking whatever they please, and is the enemy of all of us Sky Foothill martial artists! How can this kind 

of person be indulged?” 

Bai Chen’s expression flickered incessantly, falling silent. 

Finally, he still said, “I, Bai Chen, would rather be reviled for generation after generation and also not be 

willing to be a person who repays kindness with ingratitude! Master Ye Yuan agreed to help me under 

this sort of circumstances. If I betray him instead, what’s the difference from a pig or a dog? Teacher Mo 

Yun, if you disagree with my decision, I won’t force you either. You can go and report Master Ye Yuan, 

but I’ll live and die together with him!” 

Mo Yun did not expect that his disciple would actually say these words. A conflicted look appeared on 

his face and he finally still heaved a sigh and said, “Alright then, who asked you and me to be as close as 

father and son! Since you’ve already decided, I’ll walk this path with you until it’s dark!” 

Bai Chen did not know that his every action was all under Ye Yuan’s surveillance. 

And his decision saved his own life too. 

With Ye Yuan’s cautiousness, how could he possibly make this kind of low-level mistake? 

Him deliberately doing so was actually giving Bai Chen a chance to choose. 

If he helped Bai Chen sit on the seat of palace lord and he opened his mouth to ask for the Myriad 

Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone in the future, Bai Chen would definitely suspect. 

Since he was going to expose his identity sooner or later, might as well let Bai Chen know earlier. 

If Bai Chen betrayed him, he would kill Bai Chen without the slightest hesitation. 



Ye Yuan’s objective of coming to the Sky Foothill World was very simple, it was for the sake of the 

Myriad Longevity Heavenly Soul Stone. 

That was Mu Lingxue’s life-saving object. Ye Yuan absolutely would not allow any accidents! 

Even if he was not willing to kill Bai Chen. 

Fortunately, Bai Chen chose to stand on his side. 

... 

In the White Night Sacred Palace’s great hall, Bai Xiu sat on the seat of honor, his brows tightly knitted. 

“I’ve just received the news. A large group of Autumn Rain Sacred Palace powerhouses has already 

entered the White Night Sacred Palace’s sphere of influence. There are probably still a few days and 

they’ll reach here! Most likely ... we must come up with a conclusion today!” 

The moment these words came out, the expressions on everyone’s faces were all different. 

Some were worried, some were afraid, some were angry. 

The truest face of human nature could probably only be seen at this time as well. 

“Deputy Palace Lord, Your Excellency, I think there isn’t anything to discuss! This position of palace lord, 

regardless of which son takes it, it’s not suitable. Best for you to take over the position of palace lord!” 

said an elder. 

The moment these words came out, somebody immediately concurred: “Yeah. Facing a formidable foe, 

although the young masters are all pretty good, they don’t enjoy high prestige and command universal 

respect like Deputy Palace Lord, Your Excellency. There’s nothing to discuss, so it’s decided like this!” 

“Deputy Palace Lord, Your Excellency’s strength is the most powerful, prestige the highest. Only with 

you coming forward, can it lead us to resist the powerful enemy! This position of palace lord, accept it!” 

said another person. 

There were a total of eight elders present. They were all Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouses. 

The moment they spoke, there were already three elders who agreed. 

The remainder, each and every one of their faces all revealed looks of struggle. But they were leaning 

toward Bai Xiu as well. 

“What are you all still waiting for? Could it be waiting for our White Night Sacred Palace to be 

exterminated, then you all will choose the new palace lord?” said the elder who spoke first earlier. 

Everyone’s expression changed. This sentence became the last straw that broke the camel’s back. 

“Alright, I ... I agree!” 

“I agree too!” 

“I ... agree!” 



The elders all expressed their attitudes one after another, all agreeing for Bai Xiu to take over the seat of 

palace lord. 

Bai Xiu was wildly elated in his heart, but on the surface, he put on a difficult expression and said, “This 

... How can this do? The White Night Sacred Palace was established by the previous, previous generation 

palace lord single-handedly, and brought to greater heights in the hands of the old palace lord. What 

capabilities do I, Bai Xiu, have, to dare succeed the position of palace lord?” 

“My Lord Deputy Palace lord, stop declining it! You’re surnamed Bai too, and are brothers in arms with 

the old palace lord. Why can’t you be the palace lord? Keep declining and the Autumn Rain Sacred 

Palace will slaughter to the doorstep!” 

“Yeah, Deputy Palace Lord, just agree!” 

... 

The few elders were anxious too, all urging Bai Xiu to succeed the position of palace lord. 

Although Bai Xiu was also surnamed Bai, he was not a blood relative of the old palace lord. 

In terms of blood lineage, it was naturally the few sons who were the most orthodox. 

It was just that at this time, there was already no one who cared about what they thought. 

Bai Xiu heaved a long sigh and said, “Since that’s the case, then Bai Xiu will make the best of things and 

take over the position of palace lord! But I’ll declare it first, I’m only temporarily acting in the position of 

palace lord. When they grow up, we’ll choose a young master with the greatest prestige to succeed the 

position of palace lord again!” 

The moment these words came out, the elders’ faces all revealed looks of relief. 

“Palace Lord, Your Excellency, truly understands the principles of right and wrong, to actually consider 

so thoroughly! Then this matter is decided! Today, we’ll announce to the entire White Night Sacred 

Palace in the name of the Elders Association, Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu will take over the position of 

palace lord!” said the elder. 

The other few elders also nodded slightly, clearly very satisfied with Bai Xiu’s attitude. 

Bai Xiu smiled and said, “Alright, then that’s it for today first! Facing a formidable enemy, I must go and 

arrange for some things. This matter of announcing to the world will have to trouble the elders!” 

“I disagree!” 

Right at this time, the Ye Yuan who remained silent all along finally spoke up. 

The elders looked at Ye Yuan like looking at a fool, not recognizing this guy at all. 

A guy without the slightest divine essence undulation on his body actually dared to talk drivel here? 

“Where did this crackpot come from? To actually dare act wildly in the Elders Association? How can the 

matters that the Elders Association decided be what you can disagree?” That elder who had always 

endorsed Bai Xiu immediately spoke up to berate. 



Under this current situation, Bai Chen had long already been marginalized. 

Although he came to the Elders Association, nobody would care about his opinion at all. 

As for who he brought, there was naturally even less who paid attention. 

Moreover, Ye Yuan looked just like a mortal. 

Too unremarkable! 

Ye Yuan could not even be bothered to look at him. He just looked toward Bai Xiu and said with a faint 

smile, “Hey, your acting is pretty good! But ... it ends here. I don’t agree with you becoming the palace 

lord!” 
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1418 Domineering Subjugation! 

The group of elders had baffled looks, exchanging glances. 

Who was this? He had a problem with his brain, right? 

Who the hell were you? You said disagree and we would follow your words? 

What has it got to do with you?! 

“Bai Chen, manage the men under you properly! I know that you have grievances in your heart, but you 

have to put the interests of the whole above all else. Right now isn’t the time to throw tantrums!” 

“Yeah! Where did this brat pop out from? To actually dare talk drivel here!” 

The group of elders all turned the spearhead at Bai Chen. After all, they could not see through Ye Yuan’s 

depths at all and even thought that Ye Yuan was deliberately sent by Bai Chen to cause trouble. 

Bai Chen said coolly, “Forgot to introduce to everyone, this is my newly-acknowledged master! In the 

future, he shall also be the White Night Sacred Palace’s grand elder! His words are my opinion.” 

The moment these words came out, everyone’s faces all changed. 

“Nonsense! Bai Chen, if you’re so unbridled again, then don’t blame us, this bunch of old fellows, for not 

caring about the old palace lord’s old sentiments, and chase you out of the White Night Sacred Palace!” 

The elder who endorsed Bai Xiu reproached Bai Chen. 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “Elder Bai Rong, right? Is your brain damaged? You and Bai 

Xiu, two people acting out a carefully choreographed dance, and still want to chase the young lord 

appointed by the old palace lord out of the White Night Sacred Palace?” 

Bai Rong’s expression turned sullen and he said, “Ignorant child, keep talking nonsense! Do you believe 

this old man will tear your mouth or not?” 
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But Ye Yuan ignored him and said to the other elders, “I’ll only ask everyone one sentence, is Bai Chen 

the most qualified to succeed the position of palace lord as the successor that the old palace lord 

appointed?” 

The various elders exchanged glances. Suddenly, someone spoke up, “That’s of course! According to the 

White Night Sacred Palace’s rules, the young lord is the first-in-line successor! It’s just …” 

That elder still wanted to carry on speaking, but he was directly interrupted by Ye Yuan. “Good that 

there’s that! You all not letting him be the palace lord is nothing more than feeling that he’s still young 

and his strength is insufficient to convince the public, yes?” 

The elders nodded their heads slightly, not having any objections about this. 

Facing a great enemy, letting a young man still wet behind his ears go and preside over the overall 

situation, this was no different from courting death. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “I’ll now support Bai Chen up onto the position of palace lord in the name of Bai 

Chen’s master! Those who are unconvinced, come and battle!” 

It was this simple and crude! 

Whatever schemes and intrigues were all paper tigers in front of absolute strength! 

It was just that Ye Yuan’s words in other people’s views were a total joke. 

Because Ye Yuan looked just like an ordinary person. 

Even Bai Chen’s palms were sweating too. 

Bai Xiu was a late-stage Heaven Glimpse powerhouses, much stronger than Master Ye Yuan. 

But he forcefully calmed down. He did not wish to lose face for his master at this time. 

Bai Xiu’s eyes narrowed slightly. The pressure of Heaven Glimpse Realm slowly released and he said in a 

solemn voice, “Your meaning is that you want to challenge me?” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Not you, it’s you all! Those who are not convinced, attacking together will do too!” 

“Wildly arrogant!” 

“Ignorant!” 

“Insolent!” 

Ye Yuan’s arrogance finally aroused the elders’ wrath. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “Don’t talk crap anymore, attack!” 

Bai Xiu slowly walked down and said with a cold smile, “If you can beat me, what’s wrong with letting 

Bai Chen inherit the position of palace lord?” 

With the old palace lord not being around any longer, Bai Xiu was the White Night Sacred Palace’s 

number one person. 



If not for so, he would not dare to usurp this position of palace lord either. 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “You? Too weak! Don’t blame me for not giving you guys a chance. Attack together! 

All of the elders, attack together!” 

“What a conceited and ignorant brat! This old man is going to measure just how much you weight 

today!” 

“This old man has lived to a ripe old age, it’s still my first time seeing such a wildly arrogant person! Fine, 

as you wish!” 

“Forget it, forget it, a farce! Since you’re seeking death yourself, this old man will send you on your way 

too!” 

… 

Eight great elders stepped out of the ranks one after another, standing together with Bai Xiu. 

Nine mighty Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouses standing together, how shocking was the 

imposing momentum? 

Bai Chen’s heart almost leaped to his throat. He completely did not think that Master Ye Yuan was 

actually arrogant to such a degree, wanting to challenge nine great Heaven Glimpse powerhouses with 

his power alone! 

A Grotto Profound Deity Realm martial artist challenging nine great Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm 

powerhouses, this was crazy, right? 

Yesterday, Ye Yuan made him ignore everything. But he did not think that Ye Yuan used this kind of 

method to let him ascend to the position of palace lord. 

Although the effect of this approach was immediate, the prerequisite was that Ye Yuan had to defeat 

them! 

Bai Chen could not resist exchanging a glance with Mo Yun, discovering that Mo Yun also had an 

inexplicably stunned appearance at this time. 

It was just that things already developed to such a degree, it was impossible for them to go and stop it 

anymore. 

There were still a few of the old palace lord’s sons present, all using gloating expressions to look at Bai 

Chen. 

No idea where Bai Chen found such a living treasure either; this was the tempo of playing himself to 

death! 

Ye Yuan alone faced nine great Heaven Glimpse powerhouses but stood firm as a rock. 

The nine people’s auras completely could not affect Ye Yuan. 

“Kid, you’re seeking death yourself, don’t blame us for being ruthless!” Bai Rong said with a hideous 

grin. 



Ye Yuan said coolly, “Attack then, don’t talk nonsense anymore!” 

“Wildly arrogant!” 

Bai Rong was furious. His aura instantly soared to the peak, rushing over toward Ye Yuan! 

The others did not hold back either, all displaying divine abilities. A terrifying power shook until the 

entire great hall was quaking. 

Everyone of them, especially Bai Xiu, each suppressed a stomach-full of anger. It was just that it was 

inappropriate for Bai Xiu to flare up. 

Now that Ye Yuan was seeking death, he did not hold back even more. The moment he made his move, 

it was the fiercest killing move! 

Under the besiegement of nine great experts, Ye Yuan was weak like an insignificant ant. 

Except, Ye Yuan did not have the intention of making a move. He still stood with his hands behind his 

back. 

It looked like he was waiting for death. 

“Master Ye Yuan!” 

Bai Chen’s expression changed drastically, suddenly standing up, wanting to rush over, but was held 

back by Mo Yun. 

Got to be joking, rushing over at this time, Bai Chen would be blasted into smithereens too! 

It was indeed a farce! 

What the nine great elders were thinking in their hearts at this time was all this. 

But right at this time, a gust of sinister wind howled. 

Beside Ye Yuan, a figure appeared since no idea when. 

The moment he appeared, the temperature in the entire great hall plummeted by a few degrees. 

Ever since cultivating the Ghost Dao Hundred Runes, Gui Yun seemed to have become even gloomier 

and colder. 

It was only to see him mutter under his breath, drawing a bizarre rune on his hand, and saying 

indifferently, “Ghost Dao Hundred Runes … Nether Ghostclaw!” 

Suddenly, a surge of terrifying aura came from underground. A dark enormous claw seemed to have 

extended out from the netherworld. 

The nine great elders’ bodies were all in midair. But seeing this, their expressions changed greatly. An 

aura of death hit head-on. 

After the enormous claw extended out, it seemed to have grown eyes, clawing over towards the nine 

great elders. 



The few people revealed a look of great shock. How could they still care about Ye Yuan? They slammed 

all their attacks at the ghost claw. 

Boom! 

The ghost claw directly smacked those attacks down! 

Puu, puu, puu … 

At virtually the same time, the nine great elders spewed fresh blood wildly one after another, being 

smacked down onto the ground by this ghost claw’s power. 
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1419 Taking the Initiative to Meet the Attack 

“S-So strong!” 

Bai Chen drew a mouthful of cold air, being stunned by the Nether Ghostclaw’s power. 

One claw bringing down nine great Heaven Glimpse Deity Realm powerhouses, this strength was simply 

too heaven-defying. 

“That … That is a late-stage Heaven Glimpse Ghost Dao powerhouse, right? Such a powerhouse, why 

would he follow this guy?” 

“Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu and this Ghost Dao powerhouse’s strength is more or less the same, but he 

was actually defeated so badly!” 

“The aura of that ghost claw just now was too terrifying. I felt that my soul was taken away. Just what 

the hell was that?” 

… 

When the few young masters saw this scene, each and every one of them was shocked until they could 

not close their mouths. 

Gui Yun’s appearance was seriously too astonishing, mowing down nine great Heaven Glimpse 

powerhouses in one move. 

The key was that this kind of powerful Ghost Dao powerhouse actually submitted under Ye Yuan’s rule! 

Each and every one of them was incredibly envious. If they had a hired thug like this, wouldn’t becoming 

the palace lord be a cinch? 

In the end, a large fist was the absolute principle! 

Whatever legitimacy, whatever schemes and intrigues, one could only submit in the face of absolute 

strength. 
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Ye Yuan looked at the nine great elders in a sorry plight and said coolly, “I wonder if now, Young Lord Bai 

Chen has the qualifications to succeed the position of palace lord or not?” 

The nine great elders’ faces were all incomparably ugly, but nobody said anything. 

“If you all are not talking, I’ll take it as you guys agreed! Bai Chen, sit on the seat that belongs to you in 

the first place!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

At this time, Bai Chen started trembling all over because of agitation. 

Even after Ye Yuan yelled out, he still stood there in a daze, at a loss on what to do. 

Mo Yun was incomparably joyful too. Giving him a pat on the back, he said with a smile, “Go on, what 

are you still in a daze for?” 

Only then did Bai Chen suddenly wake up fully, walking step by step over toward that seat belonging to 

the palace lord. 

“Hang on!” Bai Xiu struggled to stand up as he stopped. 

Ye Yuan swept a glance over him indifferently and said, “Why? You still have objections?” 

Bai Xiu said in a solemn voice, “Bai Chen, this guy’s origins are unclear. Your act of simply acknowledging 

a master, are you going to push the White Night Sacred Palace into an abyss of eternal doom?” 

At this time, Mo Yun spoke up, “Lord Ye Yuan is a reclusive powerhouse. As for the thing that you’re 

worrying about, that’s impossible! Bai Chong that treacherous villain colluded with the Autumn Rain 

Sacred Palace, wanting to besiege Young Lord Bai Chen in the Wilderness Forest. Lord Ye Yuan 

annihilated over a dozen Deity Realm powerhouses, including Wu Xin, with one sword, only then, 

rescuing us! It’s precisely because Lord Ye Yuan’s strength is formidable, that I let Young Lord Bai Chen 

acknowledge him as master, assisting Young Lord Bai Chen to defend the foreign enemy together!” 

When Bai Xiu and the eight great elders heard this, their expressions changed once more. 

They still thought that Ye Yuan’s might was entirely dependent on this Ghost Dao powerhouse. They did 

not expect that his own strength was actually so formidable too! 

More importantly, they actually could not fathom Ye Yuan’s depths! 

Wu Xin’s strength, they were naturally very clear. It was evenly-matched with Mo Yun. 

One sword annihilating over a dozen Deity Realm powerhouses, even they could not do it too. 

With this, no one had objections anymore. 

No matter how the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace used a ruse of inflicting self-injury in order to win the 

confidence of the enemy, it was also impossible to give away the lives of over a dozen Deity Realm 

powerhouses in vain. 

Although the sacred palace’s Grotto Profound powerhouses were quite a few, over a dozen Grotto 

Profound powerhouses was already a force that could not be ignored. 



No matter how foolish the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s palace lord was, he would not do this kind of 

thing either. 

“If nobody has objections, then I’ll invite the Elders Association to announce to the world. Young Lord 

Bai Chen will take over the position of palace lord from this day forth! Deputy Palace Lord Bai Xiu, I 

wonder if you still have objections?” 

Ye Yuan used a very indifferent gaze to look at Bai Xiu. No idea why, Bai Xiu involuntarily shuddered. 

“I … I have no objections! Young Lord Bai Chen taking over as palace lord is right and proper to begin 

with!” Bai Chen said with some unwillingness. 

Even Bai Xiu had no objections, the others naturally had no objections too. 

Just like this, Bai Chen successfully became the White Night Sacred Palace’s new palace lord! 

The matter was urgent, the Elders Association announced to the world on that day, proclaiming that 

Young Lord Bai Chen succeeded the position of palace lord. 

Having come this far, the struggle to become the palace lord finally settled down! 

“Master Ye Yuan, what should my next step be?” 

Although he became the palace lord, Bai Chen had no plans at all. 

Right away, he fought Ye Yuan to inquire about the plan. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “You’re the palace lord. What should be done, you need to have a score in your 

heart! I can help you be the palace lord, but I can’t possibly help you for life. Those old fellows are all not 

to be trifled with. If you don’t grow up as soon as possible, you’ll be eaten by them until not even bone 

residue is left.” 

Bai Chen’s expression changed, suddenly recalling Ye Yuan’s, identity. 

He would eventually leave one day. It was impossible to keep on helping him by his side. 

Once Ye Yuan left, what he would be facing was a horde of savage beasts! 

Mo Yun’s expression turned slightly grim too and he said, “Palace Lord, what Lord Ye Yuan said makes 

sense! In the past, you had the old palace lord protecting you, so the others don’t dare to do anything to 

you. But now, everything can only rely on yourself!” 

Bai Chen’s expression flickered incessantly and he said rather jittery: “But I … I …” 

Ye Yuan said, “Just go do what you want to do! With me around, you can be unrestrained! What you 

have to do is to grow up within the shortest time!” 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled, looking at Ye Yuan with a strange gaze. 

Meeting Ye Yuan’s calm gaze, not knowing why, Bai Chen’s originally flustered thoughts calmed down a 

lot suddenly. 



“Teacher Mo Yun, summon all of the White Night Sacred Palace’s Deity Realm powerhouses. Tomorrow 

morning, set off for the frontiers, we’ll take the initiative to meet the attack! I’m going to let the Autumn 

Rain Sacred Palace’s people know that our White Night Sacred Palace is not easy to bully!” Bai Chen said 

in a solemn voice. 

At this moment, Bai Chen’s body inexplicably had an additional trace of domineeringness. 

When Ye Yuan saw the situation, he could not help smiling slightly. 

It seemed like a series of setbacks finally made this greenhouse flower grow up. 

At this time, Ye Yuan threw out a small medicinal bottle and said, “Take this thing. The effect shouldn’t 

be inferior to the Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit. In the Elders Association, we need our own elder 

too.” 

Mo Yun’s entire body trembled, looking at Ye Yuan with great surprise, and looked at the medicinal pill 

in his hands again. 

“Lord Ye Yuan, Mo Yun … is forever in debt!” 

At this time, the excitement in Mo Yun’s heart truly could not be greater. 

He was stuck at half-step Heaven Glimpse Realm for no idea how many years already. But kept being 

unable to break through this hurdle. 

The Nine Melody Psychic Immortal Fruit, this sort of thing, was too precious. Not everybody could 

obtain it. 

The old palace lord also only had that one in his hands. It was left to Bai Chen. 

And now, Ye Yuan casually gave him a medicinal pill that could break through this heavenly chasm. How 

could he not be agitated? 

This medicinal pill was called Jade Dragon Heaven Glimpse Pill, a pill formula in Dustless’s hands. 

When Ye Yuan was practicing medicinal pills, he casually refined it. 

This medicinal pill was a pinnacle-most existence among Tier 1 medicinal pills, capable of increasing the 

chances of a martial artist’s breakthrough. 

This was especially true for half-step Heaven Glimpse powerhouses. They already had a certain 

understanding of Heaven Glimpse Realm. Consuming the Jade Dragon Heaven Glimpse Pill, the effects 

were naturally greatly increased. 

As long as Mo Yun’s talent was not too poor, breaking through to Heaven Glimpse should not be an 

issue. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a faint smile, “Presumably, you guys also know, I’m not devoid of 

desires or requests by helping you all. Just take this as a bit of repayment.” 

Mo Yun and Bai Chen trembled all over, their gazes revealing a complicated look. 
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1420 With Me Around, You Can Be Capricious! 

Above the sky, several dozen figures whistled past, with a shocking commotion. 

With so many Deity Realm powerhouses moving out at the same time, this was absolutely an extremely 

rare situation in the Sky Foothill World. 

The mortals were all guessing that some earth-shaking major incident must have happened, and that 

was why there were so many major figures moving out at the same time. 

Deity Realm powerhouses traveled ten thousand miles in a twinkle. Three days later, the White Night 

Sacred Palace and the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s Deity Realm powerhouses finally met on a narrow 

path! 

The person in the front ranks of the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace was an old geezer. Seeing the White 

Night Sacred Palace’s people, he could not help being surprised. 

He already got the news that the White Night Palace Lord, Bai Yehai, was poisoned and died. Hence, he 

brought a large group of experts and charged over. 

It was just that he did not expect that the White Night Sacred Palace’s people actually dared to charge 

right out. 

He swept a glance through the crowd and said with a big laugh, “Where is Bai Yehai that old thing? Why 

didn’t he come? He didn’t dare to come, so he sent you, a little child, here to court death? Hahaha …” 

Bai Chen was angered until he was trembling all over. He pointed at the other party and said furiously, 

“Huo Tianyang, you’re shameless!” 

This Huo Tianyang was precisely the Autumn Rain Sacred Palace’s palace lord, a grand completion 

Heaven Glimpse Realm powerhouse! 

And the White Night Sacred Palace’s internal strife was precisely plotted by him singlehandedly. 

This sowing discord strategy could not be said to not be ruthless, directly making the White Night Palace 

Lord Bai Yehai perished, his Dao disappearing. 

Right now, the White Night Sacred Palace was a host of dragons without a head. They were about to 

borrow this opportunity to thoroughly wipe out the White Night Sacred Palace. 

Bai Chen was still not mature enough in the end. With this anger, it thoroughly gave the whole thing 

away. 

When the eight great elders behind him saw the situation, they all secretly shook their heads. 

At this time, they should be putting on a false show of strength and let Huo Tianyang be unable to make 

a decision. Only then would they have hopes of scaring away the other party and win a chance to eke 

out a meager existence. 
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The moment Huo Tianyang heard, he laughed even more arrogantly and said, “My good nephew, looks 

like you have already become the palace lord! It’s just too bad that … you as the palace lord can only be 

until today!” 

Bai Chen said furiously, “Huo Tianyang, don’t be impudent! Today, even if we fight it out till the fish dies 

and net tears, I’ll also make you pay a blood price!” 

Huo Tianyang laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Till the fish dies and net tears? Hahaha, 

even if the fish dies, the net won’t tear! Bai Yehai is not around. Just based on you guys, this bunch of 

stragglers and stray soldiers, also want to fight it out to the death? Today, your White Night Sacred 

Palace will be struck off the books from the Sky Foothill World!” 

Huo Tianyang was in high spirits currently, full of domineeringness. 

The moment grand completion Heaven Glimpse Realm released, the White Night Sacred Palace’s 

powerhouses’ all changed countenance. 

Under this pressure, Bai Chen’s complexion became deathly pale, and he unconsciously looked over 

towards Ye Yuan there. 

However, Ye Yuan was expressionless, as if he was in a daze, not giving him any hints at all. 

He resolved his heart and mustered up all of his strength to resist this pressure. 

His gaze suddenly focused toward Bai Xiu. He said, “Bai Xiu, if I die in battle today, you’ll be the lord of 

White Night! I hope that you’ll lead everybody to keep fighting regardless of death! Even if one last 

person is left, don’t shrink back either!” 

Bai Xiu’s entire body trembled, not expecting that Bai Chen would actually say such words. 

At this moment, Bai Chen’s image in his heart was magnified infinitely. 

Originally, he was only forced to acknowledge this palace lord because he was afraid of Ye Yuan. 

But now, Bai Chen’s gust actually stimulated him until his hot blood boiled! 

In reality, although Ye Yuan defeated them, Bai Xiu did not think that Gui Yun could defeat Huo 

Tianyang. 

At most, it was also just adding a little confidence to them. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes lit up too, his gaze revealing an approving look. 

Who knew how many hearts this sentence would buy over for Bai Chen! 

This kid was also not absolutely without merit huh. 

Bai Xiu’s eyes were actually slightly wet. Gritting his teeth, he cupped his fists and said, “Rest assured, 

Palace Lord, Bai Xiu will definitely fight to the bitter end! Bai Rong, if I die, you’ll be the lord of White 

Night! We’ll fight to the end and absolutely not shrink back!” 

Bai Rong’s entire body trembled too and said, “Fight to the end and absolutely not shrink back!” 



“Fight to the end and absolutely not shrink back!” 

“Fight to the end and absolutely not shrink back!” 

… 

The resounding slogan shocked the entire world! 

The moral on the White Night Sacred Palace’s side rose unprecedentedly. 

Seeing this scene, Huo Tianyang’s expression changed slightly too. 

He did not expect that this brat still wet behind the ears actually had such magical powers, to actually be 

able to trigger the fresh blood of that bunch of old fellows which had long turned cold. 

An army burning with righteous indignation was bound to win! 

Under this sort of circumstance, even if he won today, it would definitely be a pyrrhic victory too. 

The generals disregarding their lives, the soldiers not fearing death. 

This battle was not easy to win! 

Except, when the arrow was on the notch, it must fly. 

He did not believe, with his grand completion Heaven Glimpse strength, these guys could still flip the 

heavens? 

However, before he could react, Bai Chen raised his long spear and stabbed over towards him brazenly. 

“Kill!!!” 

Bai Chen gave a fierce cry, carrying indomitable imposing momentum, and charged over towards Huo 

Tianyang. 

At this moment, a hint of understanding was actually born in his heart! His spear art achieved a 

breakthrough at this moment! 

Except, no matter how he broke through, he still could not stand up to a single blow in front of Huo 

Tianyang. 

“Palace Lord, you mustn’t!” 

Bai Xiu completely did not think that Bai Chen actually charged straight at Huo Tianyang. 

This move did not hold back. Bai Chen went harboring the resolve of certain death! 

The words earlier were not in order to inspire their morale. He was really going to show his 

determination with death, stimulating everyone’s fighting spirits! 

One Bai Chen had no influence on the battle situation. 

But the moment he died, the situation would be completely different! 



At this moment, he actually gained admiration towards this palace lord, and also truly acknowledged 

him in his heart! 

It was just too bad … he was already too late. 

Huo Tianyang naturally understood this logic too. His brows furrowed and he said with a cold snort, 

“Seeking death!” 

Huo Tianyang raised a pair of fleshy palm and smacked over towards Bai Chen. 

A palm move of a grand completion Heaven Glimpse powerhouse, what kind of power was that? 

A hint of a liberated faint smile actually revealed at the corners of Bai Chen’s mouth. 

But right at this time, a dark-black enormous claw extended out from the void. 

Bai Chen’s spear had yet to stab out and was bounced back by a massive force! 

Boom! 

Huo Tianyang’s palm collided together solidly with the enormous claw, kicking up a wave of massive 

undulation! 

Evenly matched! 

Huo Tianyang’s expression suddenly changed, staring fixedly at Gui Yun, akin to being confronted by a 

formidable enemy! 

“A-Actually stopped it! Truly inconceivable!” When Bai Xiu saw this scene, his gaze was full of disbelief. 

A late-stage Heaven Glimpse Ghost Dao powerhouse actually blocked the all-out attack of a grand 

completion Heaven Glimpse? 

Only at this time did he know that Ye Yuan showed mercy to them that day! 

Otherwise, not a single one of them could live! 

“S-So strong!” 

“What’s that black ghost claw? Why would it have such a terrifying strength?” 

“That Ghost Dao powerhouse has such formidable strength, to actually be able to fight to a draw with 

the palace lord!” 

… 

The Autumn Rain Sacred Palace that side, each and every one of them also cried out sounds of 

exclamations all around, being utterly stunned by this scene. 

The originally almost guaranteed battle had a sudden turn of events! 

And the White Night Sacred Palace this side seeing this scene, each and every one of them was greatly 

roused! 

Huo Tianyang was like a huge mountain, pressing on their hearts, making them unable to gasp for air. 



Now, this huge mountain was actually held up by someone! 

“I’ve said it before that with me around, you can be capricious!” 

Bai Chen’s entire body trembled. Ye Yuan already arrived behind him at no idea when. 
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